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ABSTRACT
On Lossless Image Compression
By
Huawen He
Dr. Evangelos Y fantis. Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Computer Sciences
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Accompanying the growth in the size o f database and the use o f images has been a
large increase in the number o f users and duration o f usage by personnel at remote
locations. These factors result in tremendous amounts o f data being stored and transferred
between computers and remote terminals. Data compression is therefore very important
to reduce the size o f data files and the time needed to transfer between the remote
terminals. A wide variety o f compression techniques have been developed over past 20
years to reduce size o f image files. Some techniques represent the application o f modified
lossless compression algorithms while other techniques represent the application o f the
lossy algorithms.
In this thesis, we discuss the lossless compression o f the image with the algorithm o f
the mean square error analysis and other algorithm. We also discuss the statistical
properties o f the residual image. We use grayscale image files to test our results.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
Accompanying the growth in the size o f database and the use o f images has been a
large increase in the number o f users and duration o f usage by personnel at remote
locations. These factors result in tremendous amoimts o f data being stored and transferred
between computers and remote terminals. Data compression is very important to reduce
the size o f data files and the time needed to transfer between the remote terminals. linage
files are much bigger than text files. Consider an example from the remote sensing
domain, where the image data compression is very serious problem. A Landsat D satellite
broadcasts 85x10* bits o f data every second and a typical image from one pass o f 6100 x
6100 pixels in seven spectral bands-260 megabytes o f image data. As another example,
the Japanese Advanced
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Earth Observing Satellite, which has the ability to observée the Earth's surface with a
spatial resolution o f 8 meters for the polychromatic band and 16 meters for the m ultispectral bands has a transmitted data o f 120 Mbps. Thus the amount o f storage media
needed for archiving o f such remotely sensed data is enormous. One possible approach to
decreasing the necessary amount is to work with compressed image data.
Data compression methods can be divided into two principal groups: information
preserving compressions permit error-free data reconstruction (lossless compression ),
while compression methods w ith loss of information do not preserve the information
completely ( lossy compression ). In image processing, a faithful reconstruction is often
not necessary in practice and then the requirements are weaker, but the image data
compression must not cause significant changes in an image. Data compression success
in the reconstructed image is usually measured by the mean square error MSE), signal-tonoise ratio etc., although these global error measures do not always reflect subjective
image quality.
Image data compression design consists o f two parts. Image data properties must be
determined first gray-level histograms, image entropy, various correlation functions, ect.,
often serve this purpose. The second part yields an appropriate compression technique
design with respect to measured image properties.
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Data compression methods with loss o f information are typical in image processing .
Although lossy compression techniques can give substantial image compression with
very good quality reconstruction, there are considerations that may prohibit their use. For
example, diagnosis in medical imaging is often based on visual image inspection, so no
loss o f information can be tolerated and information preserving techniques must be
applied.
A wide variety o f compression techniques have been developed over past 20 years to
reduce size o f image files. Some techniques represent the application o f modified lossless
compression algorithms w hile other techniques represent the application o f the lossy
algorithms.
In this paper, we use statistical linear aggressive method
And other methods to process the image file with lossless compression. We discuss the
statistical properties o f the residual pixels under the different cases. We find that the
density distribution o f the residual image can be simulated by the exponential
distribution. We use grayscale image files to test our results.

1.2

Compression Methods and Statistical Properties

In chapter 2, we discuss pixel estimation w ith its neighborhood. Suppose that we have
a grayscale image file w ith the size o f N rows and M columns, that is that the file has
N *M pixels. We try to use the method o f the mean square error analysis to process image
and analyze the statistical index
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properties o f its mean quadratic estimation error e. Let s[i][j](i= 0 , I

N- I; j=0, I.

M - 1) denote the pixel value o f ith row and jth column. Suppose that we use the pixel
values whose rows and columns are , respectively, less than i and j. and the distance is
less than or equal to r to estimate the pixel value s [i][j]. that is that we use
r

k

A«l m**ü

(a[k][m ](k= 1,2,..., k ; m =0,1,..., k) are unknown coefficients .) to be the estimator o f the
pixel value s [i][j].
Let E [i][j]( i =0, 1,..., N - 1; j= 0 , 1, M -l)be the residual pixel value, that is

E[i]D>s[i]D’] - i/ ] [ y ]

(1.2)

Therefore, the mean quadratic error o f the whole image is
V - l ,W -I

.V - 1 A / - I

^=1 1
/sO

A

=I

/» t)

1 *0

r

V -JV -l

= E Z (^ W ty ] 1=0 /BÜ

/aO

k

ffiaO

- m ] [ J + m - ^])

(1.3)

We use the method o f the mean square error analysis to find the coefficient a[k][m]
so that the mean quadratic estimation e is minimized. We obtain the following equation
set by making the transformation and differentiating both sides o f equation ( 1.3) on
a[k][m ] and obtain the follow ing equation set from equation.

X ^
*1=1«1=0

][m, ]/;[(A:, m), (A:,, m, )] = ^ [(* , m)]

(1.4)

where k= 1,..., r and m = 0 ,..., k. Note that

R[{k, m), (^, ,/»,)] = ^ ^

-m][J + m -

- m^][J + m^- k^]

/«O _/aO
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,v -l A /-I

/î[(A',m )] = ^
/SÜ /«Ü

- /» ][) + m - k ]

The equation set (1.4) has p equations and the coefficient matrix is positive definite
matrix with p rows and p columns and p=((r*r)+3*r)/2. We use the Cholesky
decomposition to solve the equation set (1.4).
In chapter 3, we give the histogram o f the residual pixel values £,. ( i =0, 1

N - 1;

j=0. I, M - 1) and entropy and the mean and variance o f its distribution. We find that this
distribution can be approximately simulated by exponential distribution i f we process the
image with the method o f mean square error analysis.
In chapter 4, we use other methods to process the image and analyze the statistical
property o f the residual image. We finally do a statistical simulation. We use the
Lena.pgm as the test file o f the original image in this thesis.
3000
3900
3000

90

Image l.l(Lena.pgm )

100

UO

300

390

900

Histogram 1.1 (Lena.pgm)
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CHAPTER 2

PIXEL ESTIMATION WITH ITS NEIGHBORHOOD

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss pixel estimation with its neighborhood. Suppose that we
have a grayscale image file with the size o f N rows and M columns, that is that the file
has N *M pixels. The question is that how we can get the better predictive value o f the
pixel from its previous neighborhood. It is very important that how we can get the next
coming data from the obtained data during transmitting data from one computer terminal
to another terminal. In this chapter, we try to use the method o f the mean square error
analysis to process the image and analyze the statistical index properties o f the residual
image.

2.2
Let s [i][j] (i= 0 ,1,

Image Processing with the Mean Square Error Analysis
, N-1 ; j= 0 ,1,

, M-1 ) denote the pixel value ofth row and jth

column. Suppose that we use the pixels whose rows and columns is respectively less
than i and j. and the distance is less than or equal to r to estimate the pixel value s [i][j].
That is that we use

4 f][y ] =

*=I m=0

(21)
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( a[k][m ] (k = l, 2

k ; m=0, 1 . k) are unknown coefficients .) to be the estimator o f

the pixel value s [i][j]
Let E[i]Q] (/= 0 , 1 ,.... N-1; j=0. 1 ,..., M -l)be the residual, that is

E [/]Q ]= s [/]ü ]-5 [/][y ]

(2.2)

Therefore, the whole pixel mean quadratic error are

1*0 /=0

1*0 /*()

=X

^])'

1 *0

/= 0

(2.3)

k * \ m »0

Now we use the method o f the mean square error analysis to find the coefficient
a[k][m] so that the mean quadratic estimation e is minimized. We obtain the following
equation set by making the transformation and differentiating both sides o f equation (2.3)
on a[k][m ].

âe
<}a{k l|m

V -l W -l

= 2 (^
(*0 /*0
N-l

*1

- m][J + m - k ] -

,V-I M - l

£ £i a [ ^ , ] K ](Z
](£ £ :
Z
*1*1«1*0
r»0 y«0

- fM, ] [ y + ] ) )

=0

(2.4)

where k = l,...» r and m=0, 1,..., k.
We obtain the following equation set from equation (2.4).

Z Z ^ t^ i
*1=1«1=0

'” )»( ^ 1 , " * ) ]

(2.5)

where k = l,..., r and m =0,..., k. Note that
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v-l M -\

/?[(/:, m)] = ^ Z 4 /][y M ' - n i ] [ j + m - A]
i=0 /*0
The equation set (2.5) has p equations and the coefficient matrix is positive definite
matrix with rows and p columns and p=((r*r)+3*r)/2. We use the Cholesky
decomposition to solve the equation set (2.5).

2.3

Introduction o f the Cholesky Decomposition

Definition. A n x n matrix A is said to be positive definite i f it satisfies:
(a) A=

,i.e., A is a Hermitian matrix.

(b) .t^Æ r> 0 for all x e R" ,x ^ 0 .
A=

is called positive semidefinite i f x ^ Ax > 0 holds for all x & R ” .

Theorem 1. For any positive definite matrix A the matrix A'' exists and is also positive
definite. A ll principle submatrices o f a positive definite matrix are also positive definite,
and all principal minors o f a positive definite matrix are positive.
Theorem 2. For each n x n positive definite matrix A there is a unique n x n lower
triangular matrix L ( /^ = 0 for k> i) w ith /„ >0, i = 1 ,2 ,..., n, satisfying A= L I" .If A is
real, so is L.
According to theorem 2, we give the following decomposition algorithm for any real
positive definite matrix A.
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A lgorithm I (Cholesky Decomposition);
for i:= l stepl until n do
for j:= i step I until n do
begin x:=a[i, j];
for k:= i -1 step -1 until 1 do
x:=x-a[j, k] * a[i, k];
if i

then begin
i f .r < 0 then goto fail;
p[i]:=l/sqrt(x)

end else
a(j, i] :=x*p[i]
end i, j;
If L (

= 0 for k> i) is a n X n lower triangular matrix with with /„ >0, i =1,2__ n;

we give the algorithm to solve the equation LX=C.

Algorithm 2 :
for: i =1 stepl until n do

c - Iv .

end i;
I f L ( /,* for k< i) is a n X n upper triangular matrix w ith with /„ >0, i = 1 , 2 , n;
we give the
algorithm to solve the equation LX=C.
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Algorithm 3:
for: i =n step - I until I do

-Y; =
end i;
The equation set (2.5) can be solved with the above algorithms. We compose a
program to solve the equation (2.5) and calculate the predictive pixel values and error
pixel values.

2.4

Predictive Image and Residual Image

A fter we get the solutions o f the equation set (2.5), we can use the aggressive
equation (2.1) to get the predictive pixel values s[i][J] (i =0, 1 ,..., N-1 and j=0, 1 ,__
M-1) and the pixel residual values E [i][j] (i=0, 1,..., N-1 and j=0, 1 ,..., M-1) for
different radius r. We write the predictive pixel values and the residual pixel values back
into PGM files in the cases o f different radius r. the images are presented here in the
different cases.
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Case I: r=l

Image 2.1 (Predictive Image)

Image 2.2(Residual Image)

Image 2.1 is the predictive image from the original image 1.1 and image 2.2 is the
residual image o f the original image 1.1 in case that the radius value is 1.

Case 2: r=2

Image 2.3(Predictive)

Image 2.4(ResiduaI Image)
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Image 2.3 is the predictive image from the original image 1.1 and image 2.4 is the
residual image o f the original image 1.1 in case that the radius value is 2.
Case 3: r=5

Image 2.5(Predictive Image)

Image 2.6(Residual Image)

Image 2.5 is the predictive image from the original image l. l and image 2.6 is the
residual image o f the original image 1.1 in case that the radius value is 5.
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CHAPTER 3

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL IMAGE

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the histograms o f the residual images and entropy and the
partial sum o f its density distribution and the mean and variance o f the distribution. We
find that this distribution can be approximately simulated by the exponential distribution.

3.2

Partial Sum o f the Density Distribution

We can get the actual discrete density function o f the residual pixels p, (/ = -255, 2 5 4 ,..., 0, I , .. . , 255). We calculate the sum F(/ )o f the density function in the interval

[-/■, (]; and F (/ ) = ^ P j ■The results are partially given in the table 3.1 in different

cases.

Intervals

Table 3.1 (Partial Sum o f the Density Function. Part I)
F (/)(r= 2 )
F (/)(r= l)
F (/)(r= 5 )

[-1 ,1]

0.313873

0.281361

0.26989

[-2 ,2 ]

0.481956

0.441746

0.428505

[-3, -3]

0.608475

0.570683

0.559608

[-4 ,4 ]

0.699028

0.671921

0.66412

13
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[-5. 5]

Table 3.1 (Partial Sum o f the Density Function. Part II)
0.763687
0.748222

0.742287

[-6, 6]

0.809841

0.804752

0.800629

[-7, 7]

0.843262

0.845577

0.843292

[-8, 8]

0.86813

0.876377

0.875553

[-9, 9]

0.887726

0.898689

0.898682

[-10, 10]

0.902805

0.915733

0.916954

[-11,11]

0.915249

0.928635

0.930996

[-12, 12]

0.925922

0.938984

0.941891

[-13, 13]

0.934734

0.947609

0.950508

[-14, 14]

0.942055

0.954769

0.957584

[-15, 15]

0.948437

0.960625

0.963509

[-16, 16]

0.953873

0.965515

0.968414

[17,17]

0.95863

0.969856

0.972725

[18,-18]

0.962704

0.97345

0.976372

[-19, 19]

0.966343

0.976521

0.979424

[-20,20]

0.96957

0.979221

0.982059

From the table 3.1, we find that 80% residual pixel values are in the interval [-6 ,6 ].
As the interval increases, the probability increases faster for larger radius than for smaller
radius.
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3.3

Histograms o f Residual Images

The histograms o f the images are presented here in different cases. We note that the
distribution o f the residual image is sim ilar to exponential distribution or normal
distribution from the histogram.
Case 1: r= l

0

SO

1(D

UQ

300
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<1

XD

Jiti

'

39000
afloo
nooo

non

19000

ano

10000

■jam

9000
jQD

iVt

Histogram 3.2 (Predictive)

Histogram 3.1 (Original)
nooo

M»i

9000
.
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.
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J L
0

,

100

no

Histogram 3.3 (Residual)

sm
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# # ^

I
1
1
1
JL
n 0 n

n # #

Histogram 3.4 (Residual)

Case 2: r=2

Q

90

lo

UD
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Histogram 3.5(Original)
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Histogram 3.6 (Predictive)
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Case 3: r=5
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Histogram 3.10 (Predictive)
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Histogram 3.11 (Residual)
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30 40 60 10

Histogram 3.12 (Residual)

From the above histograms, we note that the variance o f the residual pixel
distribution becomes smaller as the radius increases. It means that the method o f the
mean square error analysis is more stable for larger radius. We can also calculate the
mean and variance o f the residual pixel distribution and entropy and compression ratio o f
the residual image. According to their definition, their calculation formula are given as
following:
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The mean o f the residual distribution is £( A') =

.

25 i

The variance o f the residual distribution is y ( X ) = ^ { i - E{X))' P-

•

The entropy o f the residual image is

^ S{i) and S(i) = p- lo g / , i f /?, > 0 ;
< = -’ 55

Otherwise S{i) = 0.

•

The compression ratio o f the residual image is AT =

and the b is the smallest

number o f the bits with which the image quantization levels can be represented.
The results are calculated and given in the table 3.2.
Table 3.2 (Statistical Properties o f Residual Images)
Compression
Mean
Variance
Entropy
Radius
Ratio
R=1

0.649227

72.5251

4.56373

1.97207

R=2

0.72253

47.4152

4.54924

1.97835

R=5

0.660442

43.7066

4.55318

1.97664

From the table 3.2, we know that the variance o f the residual pixel distribution
becomes smaller as the radius increases.

3.4

the Simulation o f the Residual Pixel Distribution

We can know that the residual pixel distribution has discrete density /?, (/ = -255, 2 5 4 ,..., 0, 1 ,..., 255). Suppose that its mean is E and the variance is V; we try to get its
approximate distribution. According to the histogram, it seems that its approximate
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distribution is the exponential or normal distribution. Therefore, we study these two cases
in this section.
•

Suppose that its distribution is the normal distribution with the density function
f(x )= -^ ^ e

We use the probability

for any real number X.

J/(,r)aLr as the approximate value for /?,(/ = -255........ -1,0, 1,
1-0 5

255
259
. . . , 255). We calculate the absolute different probability ^I I | 1/
J/ (.r)rir - p - 1.
<•-255

/-o .S

Suppose that its distribution is the exponential distribution w ith the density function
/(.':) = 4

i f x > 0 and

=

ifx < 0 .

1,0 5

We use the probability

| f { x ) d x as the approximate value for p ,(/ = -255, -2 5 4 ,..., 0,
1-0.5

255

'♦ “ •5

II| j\f1{ x ) d x - p, |.

1 ,..., 255). We calculate the absolute different probability ^

i= -2 5 5

,-0 .5

We compose a program to calculate the above absolute different probability and
give the results in table 3.3 in the case o f different radius.
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Table 3.3 (Absolute Sum o f the Probability Difference)
Normal Simulation
Exponential
Radius
Simulation
R=1

0.363198

0.630567

R=2

0.165187

0.423166

R=5

0.129247

0.370374

According to the table 3.3, we can make the following conclusions.
•

The residual pixel distribution is closer to the exponential distribution than the normal
distribution.

•

The simulation becomes better as the radius increases.
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CHAPTER 4
OTHER PREDICTIVE METHODS
AND STATISTICAL SIMULATION

4.1 Introduction
Suppose that the original image has M x N pixels which can be represented with a
matrix P=(P[m][n]) (m=0, 1 ,..., M-1; n=0, 1, ..., N-1). The idea o f the compression is
that we try to find a residual matrix R=(R[m][n]) from P so that the bits to store the
R[m ][n] are as smaller as possible than P[m][n]. In this chapter, we introduce other
methods to process the image and analyze the statistical property o f residual image for
each method. One is “ the shortest distance” , the others is “ minimum spanning tree” and
bilinear interpolation.

4.2

The Shortest Distance

Suppose that the residual pixels are represented with the matrix (R [i]|j]) (i=0, 1 ,...,
M-1; j=0, 1 ,..., N-1). To obtain the pixel R [i][j], we try to find the minimum distance
o f the original pixel P [i][j] and its previous two pixels p [i-l][)] and p [i][j- l].
That is that suppose d l= P [i-l]|j]-P [i]D ], d2=P[i][j-l]-P[i]D ’];
if|d l|> |d 2|
R [i][i]=d2

20
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Else

R [i]Q ]=dl.
We can obtain the residual pixel R [i][j] by using the above algorithm. We can use
only one bit to trace the two directions: 0 indicate that the direction is horizontal
(R [i][j]= P [i-l][i]-P [i][j]); 1 indicate that the direction is vertical (R [i][j]= P [i]D -l]-P [i]0 ])Suppose that we us matrix S[m][n] to represent the predictive image and
S [i][j]= P [i][i]+ R [i][j] (i= 0 ,1........ M-1; j= 0 ,1,

, N-1). We compose a program to

calculate the residual pixels R [i][j] and predictive pixels S [i]0]- I f we use Lena.pgm as
the original image, the residual image and predictive images are given here.

image 4.1 (Predictive Image)

4.3

image 4.2(Residual Image)

Histogram and Statistical Property

In this section, we give the histogram o f the images and the mean and variance o f the
images and the used average bits to encode one pixel o f the image. For any integer k, i f
k=0, we need one bit to encode it; i f k>0, we need (int)(log(k)/log(2))+l bits; if k<0, we
need (int)(log(k)/log(2))+2 bits. The average bits therefore to encode one pixel o f the
255

image is defined as B =

, where the b[k] is the number o f the used bits to
/« -2 5 5
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encode integer k and the p[k] is the probability o f this number in the image. The
compression ratio is defined as Pr/Br ; Where the Pr is the average used bits to encode
one pixel o f the original image and the Br is the average used bits to encode one pixel o f
the residual image. The histograms o f the images are given here.

Histogram o f Predictive Image

Histogram o f Residual Image

The mean and variance o f the images and the average used bits to encode one pixel o f
the images are given in the table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Statistical Property o f the Images
Images

Mean

Variance

Average Bits

Original
Predictive
Residual

127.464
127.41
-0.0526505

2173.38
2182.2
34.588

7.40262
7.4003
2.36729

Compression
Ratio
1.0
1.00031
3.12704

According to the above definition, the average used bits to encode one pixel o f the
residual image are 2.68 (r= l), 2.72(r=2) and 2.75(r=5) i f the residual image is obtained
w ith the method o f the mean square error analysis. Therefore, we have better residual
image with shortest distance than w ith the method o f the mean square error analysis.
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4.4

Minimum Spanning Tree

Suppose that the original image has M x N pixels which can be represented with a
matrix P=(P[m][n]) (m=0, 1 ,..., M-1; n=0, 1....... N-1). I f we consider the pixels as
vertex and each pixel is vertically and horizontally connected w ith its neighboring pixels,
the image can be regarded as a connected, undirected graph G=(V, E), where V is the set
o f pixels, E is the set o f the possible vertical or horizontal interconnections between pairs
o f neighboring pixels, and for each edge («, v) e £ , the weight is defined to be the
absolute difference o f the two pixels. We then wish to find an acyclic subset T c E that
cormects all o f the vertices and whose total weight
M £ )=

J]vv(m,v)
tu.n«r

is minimized. Since T is acyclic and connects all o f the vertices, it must form a tree,
which we call a splaying tree since it “ spans” the graph G. We call the problem o f
determining the tree T the minimum-spanning-tree problem. In the case o f the image,
each node in this tree has at most three children. Each pixel’ s parent possibly come from
at most four directions. We therefore need only two bits to encode the parent o f each
pixel. For example, for pixel (i, j), we use 00 to encode the direction o f its parent from
pixel (i-1, j), 01 from pixel (i, j-1), 10 from pixel (i+1, j) and 11 from pixel (i, j+1).
We compose a program to find the Minimum-Spanning-Tree according to the Prim’s
algorithm as following:
MST-Prim (G, w, r)
1.Q <-V[G ]
2.for each u e Q
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3.

do key[u]

oo

4. key[r] <- 0
5.71 [r] <r N IL
6. While

0

7.

do u 4-Extract-Min(Q)

8.

for each ve Adj[u]

9.
10.
11.

do i f V e Q and w(u, v) < key[v]
then 7t [v] 4- u
Key[v] <- w(u, v)
The total time for Prim’s algorithm is O(ElgV). The main idea to implement this

algorithm is following points.
•

We introduce an array check[m][n] (initial values are 0) to indicate the visited pixels.
I f pixel (i, j) (i=0, 1

m; j=0, 1 ,..., n) is visited, check[i][j]=l. We use linked-

list to hold boundary pixels (for pixel (i, j), i f check[i][j]=l and not all ch e ck[i-l][j],
ch e ck[i][j-l], check[i+ l][j] and check[i][)+l] are equal to 1; and then pixel (i, j) is
boundary pixel).
•

A t first, the linked-list only has one pixel(0,0). A t each step. We add minimumdistance-pixel (which minimizes the distance set o f all distance between each pixel in
the linked-list and its neighboring unvisited pixels) into the linked-list and delete all
pixels all whose neighboring pixels are already visited in the linked-list. That is to say
i f a pixel (i, j) is in the linked-list and c h e c k [i-l][|]= l, c h e c k [i][j-l]= l,
c h e c k[i+ l][j]= l and c h e c k [i][j+ l]= l, we delete this pixel from the linked-list so that
all pixels in the linked-list are boimdary pixels. This step is very important for the
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time complexity o f this program; otherwise, the program w ill run about one year for a
image with size 512x512.
•

We introduce an array check[m][n] (initial values are 0) to indicate the visited pixels.
I f pixel (i, j) (i=0, 1 ,..., m; j= 0 ,1

n) is visited, check[i][j]=l. We use linked-list

to hold boundary pixels (for pixel (i, j), i f check[i](j]= l and not all check[i-l ][j],
ch e ck[i][j-l], ch e ck[i+ l][j] andcheck[i][j+l] are equal to 1; and then pixel (i, j) is
boundary pixel).
•

A t first, the linked-list only has one pixel (0,0). A t each step, We add minimumdistance-pixel (which minimizes the distance set o f all distance between each pixel in
the linked-list and its neighboring unvisited pixels) into the linked-list and delete all
pixels all whose neighboring pixels are already visited in the linked-list. That is to say

•

i f a pixel (i, j) is in the linked-list and c h e c k [i-l][j]= l, ch e c k [i][j-l]= l,
ch e c k [i+ l][j]= l and c h e c k[i][j+ l]= l, we delete this pixel from the linked-list so that
all pixels in the linked-list are boundary pixels. This step is very important for the
time complexity o f this program; otherwise, the program w ill run about one year for a
image with size 512 x 512.
I f we use Lena.pgm as the original image, the residual image and predictive images

are given here.
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image 4.3 (Predictive Image)

4.5

image 4.4(Residual Image)

Histogram and Statistical Property

In this section, we give the histograms o f the images and the mean and variance o f
the images and the used average b its, which are defined in the section 2.3, to encode one
pixel o f the image. The histograms o f the images are given here.
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image 4.3 (Predictive Image)

4.5

image 4.4(ResiduaI Image)

Histogram and Statistical Property

In this section, we give the histograms o f the images and the mean and variance o f
the images and the average used b its, which are defined in the section 2.3, to encode one
pixel o f the image. The histograms o f the images are given here.

f 'l'k

-« r

Histogram o f Predictive Image

Histogram o f Residual Image

The mean and variance o f the images and the average used bits to encode one pixel
o f the image are given in the table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Statistical Property o f The Images
Images

Mean

Variance

Average Bits

Original
Predictive
Residual

127.464
127.448
-0.0190517

2173.38
2205.16
17.6352

7.40262
7.39716
2.02022

4.6

Compression
Ratio
1.0
1.00074
3.66426

Bilinear Interpolation

Suppose that the image is divided into blocks with the block size k x k. For each block,
we use the matrix (V [i][j]) (i=0, 1 ,... ,k -I;j= 0 , 1__ _ k-1) to denote the pixel values
and (X [i][)]) to denote x-coordinates and (y[i]Q ]) to denote y-coordinates o f the pixels.
We use the following method called Bilinear Interpolation to calculate the estimated
image.
A lgorithm o f B ilinear Interpolation:
1. We first calculate all pixel values o f the first row by using the formula

= K[0][0] + < T S $ g S iX ^ '[0 ][t - 1] - K[0][0]) (i-0 ,...,k -l ).
2. We then calculate all pixel values o f the last row by using the formula

v[k - !][/]= v{k-

1][0]+

-

X{k - l][x -1] - X{ k - 1][0]

1][* -1] -

y[k - i][oi)

(i= 0 ,1 ,..., k-1)
3. We calculate all pixel values o f each column by using the formula
= F [0 ][y ] + (i% 4 g % )(K [A : - I][y ] - F [0 ][y]) ( i= l,.., k-2; j= 0 ,..., k -1).
We use the Bilinear Interpolation to process the image. We divide the image into
blocks w ith the size 16x16. For each block, i f all values o f the block o f the residual pixel
are in [-10,10], we use the block size 16x16; otherwise we divide it into blocks o f the
size 8 x8. I f all values o f each block o f the divided blocks are in [-1 0 ,1 0 ], we use the
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block size 8x8 and so on until all values o f each block are in [-10, 10]. In this way, we
can obtain the residual image with all pixel values in [-10, 10]. We can use the Vector
Table to encode the block attribute o f the original image. We encode it with 1 i f all values
o f the block o f the residual pixel are in [-10, 10]; otherwise with 0. The block is further
divided into 4 blocks and i f first block is in [-10, 10], we encode it with 1, otherwise with
0 and so far, so on. Therefore, for each block we need only 1 bit to encode one block with
size 16x16 in the best case and 4 bits to encode one block with size 2x2 in the worst case.
We compose a program to calculate the estimated image and the residual image and the
probability distribution o f the good block (the good block mean that all pixel values o f
this block are in [-10 10]).
I f we use the Lena.pgm image, we use the Bilinear Interpolation to process it. The
predictive image and residual image are present here.

image 4.5 (Predictive Image)

4,7

image 4.6(Residual Image)

Histogram and Statistical Property

In this section, we give the histograms o f the images and the mean and variance o f
the images and the used average bits; which are defined in the section 2.3, to encode one
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pixel o f the image and the block distribution o f the original image. The histograms o f the
images are given here.

Histogram o f Predictive Image

Histogram o f Residual Image

The mean and variance o f the images and the average used bits to encode one pixel
o f the image are given in the table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Statistical Property o f Images
Images

Mean

Variance

Average Bits

Original
Predictive
Residual

127.464
127.135
0.105667

2173.38
2146.13
20.6641

7.40262
7.40083
1.95629

Compression
Ratio
1.0
1.00024
3.78401

The block statistical properties o f the original image are given in the table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Block Distribution o f the Original Image
Block Size

Total Blocks

Probability o f Good Block

Size 16 x l6

1024

0.144

Size 8x8

3504

0.281

Size 4x4

10076

0.403

Size 2x2

177009

1.0
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From the above results. We can know that the average used bits to encode the vector
table o f the Lena image is 1024*0.144+3504*2*0.281+10076*3*0.403+177009*4.

4.8
I f x.{i = I

Statistical Simulation

n) is randomly selected number in the interval [0,1], we know that

N(n)=-^^^-i=— is approximately distributed to the Normal Distribution N(0, 1) i f n is

large enough. We build up 1024 random vectors V[1024J to satisfy the following
conditions;
•

Each vector has 40 dimensions; that is V [i]= ( v

•

Each

,

,

) (i= 1 ,..., 1024).

= N(12) ( i= l, ..., 1024; j = l , ... ,40) is approximately distributed to the

Normal Distribution N(0, 1) and are independent.
We try to classify any given samples V[1024] into four clusters according to the
following conditions:
•

For any given two 40-dimensional vectors E l= (-e ,..., -e) and E2=(e, ... ,e) (e is any
given small real number). We classify the sample V[1024] into two class. One is the
class C l o f all points which have smaller distance with E l than E2, the other is the
class C2 o f the rest points. For the case o f two dimensions, we present the visual
graphics 4.6.1 in the case o f e=0.5.

•

We then find the central point M l o f class C l and M2 o f C2. We build up new four
points D1=M1+E1, D2=M1+E2, D3=M2+E1 and D4=M2+E2. We use these new
four points to reclassify the sample V[1024] into four classes S1 which contains all
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point which has Minimum distance with D 1, S2 w ith D2, S3 with D3 and S4 with D4.
For the case o f two dimensions, we present the visual graphics 4.6.2 in the case o f
e=0.5.

Visual Graphics 4.6.1 (Two Class)

Visual Graphics 4.6.2 (Four Class)

For each class Si (i= l, 2, 3,4), we find the central point mi and centralize each vector
V i ( i= l, ..., ni, where ni is the size o f the class) to obtain the new vector U i=Vi-m i. We
ffl
obtain the estimated covariance matrix Ai=[a,y] and a ^ = 4 ^ ([/k ), (U t)y. For any

random Vector W = (w l,.. . , w40) and wi=N(12), we can find vector k which minimized
the distance between W and vectors V[1024]. I f we define the distance di between W
and each class Si as
-m i) A f \ W - m V f
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and suppose that the minimum value is dj, the question is that whether the vector k is in
the class j; i f not, whether it is in the neighboring class. We hope to find out the estimated
value o f the probability o f the event that k is in the class j or in its neighboring classes. In
the case o f two dimensions, we simulate the result for different e and different test times.
Some results are given in the table 4.5.

Value

Table 4.5 Estimated Probability o f Same Cluster or Neighboring Clusters
Test
Pro
Value
Test
Pro
Pro
Test
Value

ofe

Times

bability

o fe

Times

bability

ofe

Times

bability

0.05

200

0.925

0.05

1000

0.912

0.05

2000

0.914

0.1

200

0.913

0.1

1000

0.911

0.1

2000

0.912

0.5

200

0.905

0.5

1000

0.909

0.5

2000

0.908

According to our simulation, we find that this probability is about 0.92 and we find
that the smaller e, the larger probability.
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APPENDIX I

#incIude<iostream.h>
#include<fstrea m .h>
#include<iostream .h>
#include<stdio.h>
//this program is to read PGM file header into PGM file header and
// its greyscale data into text file. PGM file pixel width, height, color
//Max-value are the first data, therefore, if you hope to read greyscale
// data out from this file, you must skip them,
void main(){
char infile[10), outfile[10], headfile[10];
cout«"input PGM file name"«endl;
c in »in file ;
cout«"input data outfile name"«endl;
cin»outfile;

cout«"input PGM headfile name"«endl;
cin»headfile;
char ch. tempchar:
int i, j, w, h, n, m, temp;
FILE *inp, *out, *bout;
inp=fopen(infile, "rb");
out=fopen(outfile, "w");
bout=fopen(headfile, "wb");
ch=getc(inp):
putc(ch, bout):
if(ch!=’P'){
c o u t« "it is not PGM file"«endl;
exit(O):

1
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch, bout);
if(ch!=’5’){
c o u t« "it is not PGM file"«endl;
exit(O);

}
w hile(ch!-\n'){
ch=getc(inp)y/skip first line
putc(ch, bout);

1
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch, bout);
while(ch!='\n’){

33
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ch=getc(inp)://skip discription. line
putdch. bout);
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch. bout);
m=0;
while(((int)ch>47)&&((int)ch<=57))//try to get pixel width

{
m=(m*l0+(int)ch-48);
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch. bout);

1
w=m;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", w);//write pixel width into data file
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch. bout);
m=0;
while(((int)ch>47)&&((int)ch<=57))//try to get pixel height
{

m=(ra*10+(int)ch-48);
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch, bout);
}

h=m;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", h);//write pixel height into data file
w h ile (c h !-\n ’){
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch. bout);
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch, bout);
m=0;
while(((int)ch>47)&&((int)ch<=57))//try to get pixel number
{

m=(m*10+(int)ch-48);
ch=getc(inp);
putc(ch, bout);

}
n=m;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", n);//write color Max-value into data file
c o u t« " w id th :" « w « " h e ig h t:"« h « " num ber;"«n«endl;
fclose(bout);//imtil here, you alredy got PGM file header and close it
//begin to read color data out and into data file
for(i=0; i<w; i++)
forO=0; j<h; j++){
ch=fgetc(inp);
m=(int)ch;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", m);

J
fclose(inp);//close PGM ifle
fclose(out)//close data file
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APPENDIX II

#include<iostream.h>
#include<fstream .h>
#include<iostream.h>
#incIude<stdio.h>
//this program is to read data file back into PGM fileheader and creat the new
//PGM file according to the new data file
void mainOl
int width, height, i, j, temp;
char tempchar:
char datafile! 10], pgmfile[IQ|;
cout«"input data file name”« e n d l;
cin»datafile;
cout«"input pgm fileheader name"«endl;
cin»pgmfile;
FILE *inp, *out:
inp=fopen(datafile. "r");//open text file toread
out=fopen(pgmfile, "ab")y/open binary file to append
fscanffinp, "%d". &width);//get pixel width
fscanf(inp, "%d", &height);//get pixel height
fscanf(inp, "%d". &temp);//skip color number
//begin to read data from data file into pgm file
for(i=0: i<height; i++)
for(j=0: j<width; j++)

{
fscanf(inp. "%d", &temp);
tempchar=(char)temp:
fprintf(out, "%c", tempchar);

}
fclose(inp);
fclose(out);

35
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APPENDIX III

#include<iostream.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to calculate the coefficients of the predictive equation
//and output the predictive image pixels and residual image pixels
inline int max(int i. int j){
if(i<j)
return j;
else
return i;

}
void main(void){
char indataflO], pout[10|, outd[10];
int din. i. j, n. m. n l. m l:
int k:
const double C=pow(10. 7):
//since some number is very big. we need it as a compression scale
cout«"input the related circle radius"«endl;
c in » k ;
const int M =(k+l)*k/2+k;
double r[M][M], R[M], A[M], temp;
cout«"print input data file name"«endl;
cin»indata;
cout«"print output data file name"«endl;
cin»pout;
F ILE *inp, *out. *dout;
inp=fopen(indata, "r");
//out=fopen(outd, "w");
fscanf(inp, "%d". &din);//read pixel width
const int width=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d". &din);//read pixel height
const int height=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);//read pixel Max-color
const int colomum=din;
double data [height] [width];
int outdata[height][width];
//define arrays to hold data samples and output data samples
//read data sample out
temp=0:
for(i=0; i<height; i - H - )
for(j=0; j<width; ]+-*-){

36
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fscanfdnp. "%d\n". &din):
data[i][j]=din;

}
fclose(inp);//close file
//calculate autocellections r[k] [k]
int countl=0, count2=0:
//define this variables to handle index of the arrays
for(m l=l; m l<=k; ml++){
for(nl=0; n l< = m l; nl++){
countl++:
for(tn=l: m<=k; tn++){
for(n=0; n<=m: n++)|
count2++:
temp=0:
for(i=max(n, nl); i<height; i++)
for(j=max(m-n, m l-n l); j<width; j++)
temp=temp+data[i-n][j-m+nj*data[i-nl]|j-nil+nll;
temp=temp/C; //to compression data
int t l. t2;
tl= co u n tl-l;
t2=count2-l;
r[tl][t2]=temp;

I
I
count2=0;
}

I
//calculate R[n|
count 1=0;
for(m=l; m<=k; m++){
for(n=0; n<=m; n++){
countl++;
temp=0;
for(i=n; i<height; i++)
for(i=(m-n); j<width; j++)
temp=temp+data[i][j]*data[i-n|[j-m+n];
temp=temp/C; //to compression data
R[count 1-11=temp;

double L[M ][M], T[M][M], p[M], X[Mj;
//use Cholesky Decomposition to get the solutions of Â[n]r[i][n]=R[n]
//to calculate the M atrix L[n][n] with Cholesky method L L - R
for(i=0; i<M; i++)
for(j=i; j<M ; j++)

{
temp=0.0;
temp=r[i][j];
// c o u t« te m p «e n d l;
if(i-l>=0){
for(n=0; n<=i-l; n++)
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temp=temp-L[j] [n]*L[i] [n] ;

{

if(temp<=0)
exit(O);
else
L[j][i]=sqrt(temp);

I
else
L[j][i]=temp/L[i][i];

//since L[n][n] is lower triangel Matrix, we initialize upper element with 0.0.
for(i=0; i<M; I++)
forO’= i+ l: j<M: j++)
L[i][j]=0.0:
//since Matrix T=L’, we can get T[nj[n] from L[n][n).
for(i=0: i<M; i++)
for(j=0: j<M; j++)

T[i][j]=LÜ][i]:
//to get the solution of the equation LX=B.
for(i=0; i<M; i++)

{
temp=0.0;
if(i-l>=0){
for(j=0; j< =i-l; j++){
temp=temp+L[i][j]*X[j]:

1

I
X[i]=(R[i]-temp)/L[i] [i] ;

//to get the solution of the equation TA=X
for(i=M -l; i>=0; i-){
temp=0.0;
if(i+ l< = M -l){
for(j=i+l; j<M: j++)
temp=temp+T [i] [j] *A|j] ;
}

A[i]=(X[i]-temp)/T[i][i];

)
int tern;
out=fopen(pout, "w"):
fprintf(out, "%d\n", width) y/write pixel width into file
fprintffout, "%d\n", height)y/write pixel height into file
^rintf(out, "%d\n", colomum)y/write pixel color into file
//output first k-1 rows into output data file
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for(j=Û: j<k: j++)
fort 1= 0 ; i<width; i++){
if ( j= 0 & & i = 0 ) {
tem =(int)data [G] [0] ;
outdata [j][i]=tem;
fprintf(out, "%d\n". tem);
else

if(j!= 0& & i=0){
tetn=(int)(0.95*data|j-1] [i]);
outdata [j][i]=tem;
fprintf(out. "%d\n", tem);

1
else

if(j=0&&i!=G ){
tem=(int)(G.95*data(j] [i-1]);
outdata[j][i]=tem;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", tem);

}
else
{

tem=(int)(G.2*data[j-l][i]+G.8*data[j][i-l]);
outdata [)][i]=tem;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", tem);

countl=G;
for(i=k; i<height; i-H-){
//output first k columns into file
for(nl=G; nl<k; nl-t-+)
{

if(n l= G ){
tem=(int)(G.95*data[i-l][nl]>;
outdata [i] [n l]=tem;
fprintf(out, ”%d\n", tem);

I
else

{
tem=(int)(G.95*data[i][nl-l]>;
outdata [i] [nl]=tem;
fprintf(out, "%d\n", tem);

}
}
//output last width-k columns into file
for(j=k; i<width; j++)
{

temp=0;
countl=0;
for(m=l; m<=k; m++){
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for(n=0: n<=m; n++){
countl++:
int t3:
t3=countl-l:
temp=temp+A[t3] *data [i-n| [j - m+n] :

tem=(int)temp;
outdata[i|[j]=tem:
fprintftout, "%d\n”. tem):

}

fclose(out)://close the output file.
cout«"input data difference output data file"«endl;
cin »outd;
dout=fopen(outd, "w"):
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0: j<width; j++){
tem=(int)data [i] [j] -outdata[i] [j] ;
fprintftdout. "%d\n", tem):
}

fcIose(dout);//cIose data difference output file.

}
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APPENDIX IV

#include<stdio.h>
#include<iostream.h>
//this program is to count the frequency of the image pixels and output results
void main(){
char data[10], outdata[10];
cout«"input data file name"«endl;
c in »d ata;
cout«"input output data file name"«endl;
cin»outdata;
FIL E *inp, *outp:
inp=fopen(data, "r");
outp=fopen(outdata, "w");
int Counter[511]={0};
int count=0;
int index;
int i, j, ch;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);//read out pixel width, height and coloe number
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);
while(fscanf(inp, "%d", & c h )= I){
index=0;
if((ch>=-255)&&(ch<=255)){
count++;
index=ch+255;
Counter[indexl=Counter[index]+l;
I

}
for(i=0; i<511; i++){
j=i-255;
if((j>=-80)&&(j<=80)){
// if(j>=0){
fprintf(outp, "%d ", j);
fprintf(outp, "%d\n", Counterp]);

1
}

fclose(inp);
fclose(outp);
}

41
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APPENDIX V

#include<3tdio.h>

#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>

//this program is to calculate the Mean and Variance of the image pixels and
//the Entropy and compression ratio of the image pixels
void mainOl
char data [10]:
cout«"input data file name"«endl;
cin »data;
FILE *inp:
inp=fopen(data, "r");
int ch. i. j, width, height;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);//read out pixel width, height and coloe number
width=ch;
fscanfdnp, "%d", &ch);
height=ch;
fscanffinp. "%d", &ch);
const int Index=width*height+I;
int outdata[Index];
int Counter[51 l]=]01;//to count each number
int Totalcount=0; //count total number
double p[5II]={0.0];//to hold probablity
double sum, Mean=0, Variance=0;
double ratio, E;
const int K=256;
i=0;
while(fscanf(inp, "%d", & c h )= l){
outdata[i]=ch;
i-H-;

//Loop for geting tne number of each element
for(i=G; i<Index; i++){

j=0;
if((outdata[i]>=-255)&&(outdata[i]<=255)){
Totalcount-H-;
j=outdata[i]+255;
Counter[j]=Counter[j]+l;

}
//Loop to get the probability of each element
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
p[i] =(Counter [i] * 1.0)/Totalcount;

42
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// for(i=l; i<=K; i++)
//sum=0:
// c o u t« i« " = " :
//sum=p[255]:
//for(j=l; j<=i; j++)
//sura=sum+p[255+j]+p[25ô-j];
//}

//calculate entropy
E=0.0:
for(i=0; i<511: i++){
if(p [i]= 0 )
E=E+0.0:
else
E=E+p[i]*(log(p[i])/log(2.0)):
I
E=-E;
ratio=8/E;
cout«"the entropy is " « E « e n d l;
cout«"the compression ratio is " « ra tio « e n d l:
//to calculate Mean
for(i=0: i<511; i++)
Mean=Mean+(i-255)*p [i] ;
sum=0;
int tem:
for(i=0; i<511: i++){
if(i-255>0)
tem=i-255;
else
tem=-(i 255):
if(te m = 0 )
J=0;

else
j=(int)log(tem):
sum=sum+p [i] *0+2);
I
cout«"bits needed is "« s u m « e n d l;
//calculate Variance
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
Variance=Variance+(i-255-Mean)*(i-255-Mean)*p[i];
cout«"the Mean of data file is " « M e a n « e n d l;
cout«"the Variance of data file is "« V a ria n ce « en d l;
}
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APPENDIX VI

#incIude<stdio.h>
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to simulate the distribution of the image pixels. We use the
//Normal Distribution and Exponential Distribution to simulate it and output
//which is t h e better results.
inline double fab(double x){
if(x>0)
return x;
else
return -x;
}

const double Cl=sqrt(2*3.1416);
//define function to calculate approximate probability of normal distribution
inline double Calsum(double x, double E, double V){
double sum=0;
int i:
const c=100;
//e=2.7183
for(i=l; i<=c: i++)
sum=sum+( l/(sqrt(V)*C 1))*exp(-(( 1.0/(2*V))*(x-0.5+i*( 1.0/c)-E)*(x-0.5+i*( 1.0/c)- £)))*( 1.0/c);
return sum;

1
//define function to calculate approximate probability of exponential distribut//ion.
f(x)=c*exp-1 a I (x-mean) (if x>Mean); f(x)c*exp | a | (x mean) (if x<mean),
// where c= | a | /2. | a | =sqrt(2/Variance).
inline double Expsum(double x, double E, double V){
double sum=0;
int i;
const c=100;
if(x<E){
for(i=l; i<=c; i++)
sum=sum+(0.5*sqrt(2.0/V))*exp(sqrt(2.0/V)*(x-0.5+i*(1.0/c)-E))*(1.0/c);
}

else
{

for(i=l; i<=c; i++)
sum=sum+(0.5*sqrt(2.0/V))*exp(-sqrt(2.0/V)*(x-0.5+i*(1.0/c)-E))*(1.0/c);
}

return sum;

44
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void main(){
double Dsum=0;
double Psum=0;
char data[10], outd[10J:
cout«"input data file name”« e n d l:
c in »d a ta

cout«"input outdata file"«endl;
cin»outd;
FILE *inp, *outp;
inp=fopen(data, "r");
int ch, i, j, width, height;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);//read out pixel width, height and coloe number
width=ch;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);
height=ch;
fscanfdnp, "%d", &ch);
const int Index=width*height;
int outdata [Index];
int Counter[511]={0]V/to count each number
int TotaIcount=0; //count total number
double p[511]={0.0);//to hold probablity
double Mean=0, Variance=0;

1= 0 ;
while(fscanf(inp, "%d", & c h )= l){
outdata [i]=ch;
i++;

//Loop for geting tne number of each element
for(i=G; i<Index; i++){

j=0;
if((outdata[i]>=-255)&&(outdata[i]<=255)){
Totalcount++;
j=outdata[i]+255;
Counter[j]=Counter[j]+l;

}
}

//Loop to get the probability of each element
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
p[i]=(Counter [i] * 1.0)/Totalcount;
//to calculate Mean
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
Mean=Mean+(i-255)*p[i];
//calculate Variance
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
Variance=Variance+(i-255-Mean)*(i-255-Mean)*p[i];
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cout«"the Mean of data file is "« M e a n « e n d l:
cout«"the Variance of data file is ”« V a ria n c e « e n d l;
//simulate the normal distribution with Mean and Variance of the data file
outp=fopen(outd, "w"):
//calculate probability difference
for(i=0: i<511; i++){
double temp=0.0;
double tem=0.0:
temp=p[i]-Calsum(i-255, Mean. Variance);
tem=p[i]-Expsum(i-255, Mean, Variance);
temp=fab(temp);
tem=fab(tem);
fprintfioutp, "%d ", 1-255);
fprintfioutp, "%f ", p[i]);
fprintfioutp, "%f ", temp);
fprintfioutp, "% f\n ", tem);
Dsum=Dsum+temp;
Psum=Psum+tem;

}
fprintfioutp, "%f ", Dsum);
fprintfioutp, "%f\n", Psum);
fclose(outp);
cout«"the normal simulation difference is ”« D s u m « e n d l;
cout«"the exponential simulation difference is ”« P s u m « e n d I;
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APPENDIX VII

#incIude<stdio.h>
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to calculate how many average bits needed to encode one pixel
// of the image file
inline int abc(int x){
if(x>=0)

return x;
else
return -x;

1
void main(){

char data[101. outd[10j:
int Bsize:
cout«"input data file nam e"«endl;
cin»data:
cout«"output data file nam e"«endl;
cin»outd;
FILE *inp, *pout:
inp=fopen(data, "r");
pout=fopen(outd, "w"):
int k, i, j, ch, width, height, colomum;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);//read out pixel width, height and coloe number
width=ch;
fscanfdnp. ”%d", &ch);
heigh t=ch;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);
colomum=ch;
int Totalcount=0;
//output the original file into data array
int outdata [width] [height];
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
fbr(j=0; j<width; j++){
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);
outdata[i][j]=ch;
Totalcount++;

}
cout«"Totalcount is "«TotaIcount«endl;

47
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fclose(inp):
//Loop to get the number of each element
int Counter[5111={0):
double q[5ll]:
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0: j<width; j++){
if{(outdata[i][j]>=-255)&;&(outdata[i]|j]<=255)){
k=outdata[i][j]+255:
Counter[k]=Counter [k]+1 :

//calculate the probability for each element
for(i=0; i<511; i++)
q[i]=(Counter[i]*1.0)/Totalcount;
//calculate bit mean
double Eb=0.0;
for(i=0: i<51l: i++){
j=i-255;
if(j= 0 )
Eb=q[i]+Eb:
else
if(j<0)
Eb=q[i]*((int)(log(abc0’))/log(2))+2)+Eb:
else
ifO‘>0)
Eb=q[i]*((int)(log(abc(j))/log(2))+l)+Eb;

1
cout«"the average bits are " « E b « e n d l:
fprintf(pout. "%s %f\n", "the average bits are ", Eb):
fclose(pout):

1
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APPENDIX VIII

#include<iostream.h>
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to create the residual image file and predictive image on the
// condition of the minimum distance between the predicted pixel and its
//previous neighborhood pixels and the block size 4
int abcfint a){
if(a>=0)
return a;
else
return -a:
}

int min(int a, int b){
if(abc(a)>abc(b))
return b;
else
return a;

I
void main(){
char pred[10], indata(10], poutflOj;
int i. j,d in , a l, a2:
cout«"input original filename"«endl;
cin»indata:
cout«"input predictive file nam e"«endl;
cin»pred;
cout«"input residual filename"«endl;
cin»pout;
FILE *inp, *out, *prp;
inp=fopen(indata, "r");
out=fopen(pout, ”r");
prp=fopen(pred, "w");
fscanffinp, "%d", &din);
const int width=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);
const int height=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);
const int colomum=din;
int data [height] [width];
int predict[height][width];
int outdata [height] [width];
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
fbr(i=0; j<width; j++){
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);
data[i][j]=din;

>

49
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fclose(inp):
fscanf(out, "%d”. &din);
fscanf(out. "%d". &din):
fscanf(out. "%d”, &din);
for(i=0: i<height: i++)
for(j=0: j<width; j++){
fscanf(out. "%d", &din);
outdata[i][j]=din:
predict[i| [j] =data [i] [j] +outdata [i] [j] ;

}
fclose(out);
fprintf(prp, ''%d\n", width)://write pixel width into file
fprintf(prp, "%d\n", height);//write pixel height into file
fprintfiprp, "%d\n", colornum)://write pixel color into file
//the following code is to handle each block data
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0; j<width; j++)
fprintfiprp, "%d\n", predict[i][jl):
fclose(prp):

}
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APPENDIX IX

#include<iostream.h>
#incIude<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to build up a minimum-spanning-tree among the original image
//pixels, the values of Vertex are the values of pixels and the edge is the
// difference of the values of the connected two pixels
typedef struct pointj
in t X:
int y:

}:
//to define a function to judge if two points are equal
int equaUpoint p i. point p2){
if((p I .x=p2.x)& & (p 1.y=p2.y))
return 1:
else
return 0:

1
typedef struct Element!
point p:
Element *next;

1;
//to define a Linked_list to hold the boundary pixels
class List{
private:
Element *head;
public:
ListOl
head=NULL;

1
Element *getHeadO{retum head;}
void setHead(Element *h){head=h;}
void Insertfpoint e);
void Delete(point e);
void ShowOI
Element *temp;
temp=head;
do{
c o u t« "("« te m p -> p jc « ", ";
co u t«tem p ->p .y«") ";
temp=temp->next;
}

51
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while(temp!=NULL):

void List::Insert(point e){
Element *temp:
if(head=N U LL){
temp=new Element;
temp->p=e:
temp->next=NULL:
head=temp;

I
else

{
temp=new Element;
temp->p=e;
temp->next=head;
head=temp;

1
}

void List;;Delete(point e){
Element *temp, *tem;
temp=head;
if(tem p = N U L L )
{

cout«"em pty list"«endl;
exit(O);

}
if(equal(head->p, e)){
tera=head;
head=head->next;
delete(tem);

1
else

{
while(!equal(temp->next->p, e)){
temp=temp->next;

}
tem=temp->next;
temp->next=temp->next->next;
delete(tem);

I
1
int Minvalue(point pt, int &a);
int abc(int a){
if(a>=0)
return a;
else
return -a;
)

//to define an array to bold the status of the visited pixels
int data[512][512], check[512][512];
void mainOl
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char indata[10]. pout[10]. pred[lO];;
int i. j. din:
cout«"input original filename"«endl;
cin »indata;
cout«"input predict file"«endl:
cin»pred;
cout«"print output filename"«endl:
cin»pout;
FILE *inp. *out, *prp:
inp=fopen(indata, "r");
out=fopen(pout, "w"):
prp=fopen(pred, "w");
fscanf(inp. "%d", &din);
const int width=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din):
const int height=din;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);
const int colornum=din;
int outdata [height] [width], predict [height] [width];
//read the original pixels into data array
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0; j<width; j++){
fscanf(inp, "%d", &din);
data[i][j]=din;

1
fclose(inp);
//inialize the status of the all unvisited pixels
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0; j<width; j++)
check[i][j]=0;
const int lndex=height*width;//total pixels of the image
int flag. min. temp, temflag;
//define "count" to count how many edge which is added into the tree
int count;
List L;
point pt. tempoint;
count=0;
pt.x=0; pt.y=0;
L.lnsert(pt);
check[0][0]=l;
while(count<lndex-1){
min=256;
Element *tem;
tem=L.getHeadO:
//this block is to find new safty edge among the boundary pixels
//in the lin k jis t
do{
pt=tem->p;
temp=Minvalue(pt, flag);
if(abc(min)>abc(temp)){
min=temp;
tempoint=pty/it is the parent of the new pixel
temfIag=flag'.//to hold the direction
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tem=tem->next:
jwhile(tem!=NULL);
if(count>250000)
c o ut«cou nt«":
count+-t-://we already find a new edge, we therefore increase count
//the following block is to add the edge into the tree
//if its parent is from the above
if(tem fla g = l){
pt.x=tempoint.x-1;
pt.y=tempoint.y:
outdata [pt.x] [pt.y]=min:
L.lnsert(pt):
check(pt.x][pt.y|=l:
1

else
//if ist parent is from the left
if(tem flag=2){
pt.x=tempoint.x;
pt.y=tempoint.y-l;
outdata [pt.x] [pt.yj=min;
L.lnsert(pt):
check[pt.x][pt.y]=l;

1
else
//if its parent is from the under
if(tem flag=3){
pt.x=tempoint.x+l:
pt.y=tempoint.y;
outdata [pt.x] [pt.y]=min;
L.Insert(pt);
check[pt.x] [pt.y]=1;
}

else
//if its parent is from right
if(tem flag=4){
pt.x=tempoint.x;
pt.y=tempoint.y+1;
outdata [pt.x] [pt.y+lj=min;
L.Insert(pt);
check[pt.x][pt.y]=l;
}

//to delete the pixels in the linked_list; which is not in the border
//this block is very import for the time complexity of this program. I f we
//don't decrease dynamicallythe size of the linked_ist, the program will run
//about one hour since it take more time to find new edge as the size of Linked_list become
larger
tem=L.getHeadO;
do{
pt=tem->p;
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if(((pt.x-l<0) I I (check[pt.x-l][pt.y]=l))&&((pt.y-l<0) | | (check[pt.x][pt.yl]= l))& & ((p t.x + l> = 5 1 2 ) I I (check[pt.x+ll[pt.y]=l))&&((pt.y+l>=512) | | (check[pt.x][pt.y+ll
)))

L.Delete(pt):
tem=tem->next:
!while(tem!=NULL):

for(i=0; i<height: i++)
for(j=0; j<width; j++)
predict [i] [j]=data[i] [j]-outdata [i] [j];
fprintf(prp, "%d\n". wddth);'/\vrite pixel width into file
fprintf(prp. "%d\n", height);//write pixel height into file
fprintf(prp, "%d\n ". colornum);//write pixel color into file
//the following code is to write the Min_Spray_Tree into a file
for(i=0; i<height; i++)
for(j=0: j<width; j++)
fprintf(prp, "%d\n", predict[i][j]);
fclose(prp);
fprintf(out, "%d\n". width)://write pixel width into file
fprintf(out. "%d\n", height)://write pixel height into file
fprintf(out, "%d\n", colornum);//write pixel color into file
//the following code is to write the Min_Spray_Tree into a file
for(i=0; i<height; i-H-)
forO=0; j<width; j-H-)
fprintfiout, "%d\n", outdata [i](j]);
fclose(out):

I
//define function to find minimun edge among the pixels which is in the List
int Minvalue(point pt, int &temp){
int min, a l, a2, a3, a4;
if((pt.x-l>=0)&&(check[pt.x-l](pt.y]!=D)
a l=data[pt.x] [pt.y]-data [pt.x-1] [pt.y] ;
else
a 1=256;
if((pt.y- l>=0)&&(check[pt.x] [pt.y-1] !=1))
a2=data [pt.x] [pt.y] -data [pt.x] [pt.y-1] ;
else
a2=256:
if((pt.x+l<512)&&(check[pt.x+l][pt.y]!=D)
a3=data[pt.x][pt.y]-data[pt.x+l][pt.y];
else
a3=256;
if((pt.y+l<512)&&(check[pt jc] [pt.y+1] !=1>)
a4=data [pt.x] [pt.y] -data [pt.x] [pt.y+1] ;
else
a4=256;
if(abc(a l)>abc(a2)){
min=a2;
temp=2;

1
else
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min=al:
temp=l;

!
if(abc(min)>abc(a3)){
min=a3;
temp=3:

}
if(abc(min)>abc(a4)){
min=a4:
temp=4:
I
return min;
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APPENDIX X

#include<stdio.h>
#include<iostream.h>
#include<math.h>
//this program is to use Bilinear Interpolation to calculate the estimated
//image and output the difference image data into a data file
typedef int Boolean;
const Boolean True=l;
const Boolean False=0;
int abc(int a){
if(a>0)
return a:
else
return -a:

1
//define global array to hold image data
int indata [512] [512];
float Difdata[512][512], outdata[512][512];
//define function to judge if the block difference is in [-10, 10]
Boolean Judgefint row, int col, int Blocksize);
void main(){
char data[10], outd[10], outp[10];;
cout«"input data file nam e"«endl;
cin »data;
c o u t« "input output filename "«endl;
cin»outp:
cout«"input difference data file name"«endl;
cin»outd;
FILE *inp, *pout, *qout;
inp=fopen(data, "r");
pout=fopen(outd, "w");
qout=fopen(outp, "w");
int k, n, m, i, j, ch, d l, d2, width, height, colomum;
int n l, m l, n2, m2;
fscanf(inp, "%d", &ch);//read out pixel width, height and coloe number
width=ch;
fi)rintf(pout, "%d\n”, ch);
fprintf(qout, "%d\n", ch);
fscanfdnp, "%d", &ch);
height=ch;

57
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fprintf(pout. "%d\n". ch);
fprintf(qout. "%d\n". ch);
fscanfdnp. "%d". &ch):
colornum=ch;
int Totalcount=0. Totalblock;
fprintf(pout. "%d\n". ch):
fprintf(qout. "%d\n", ch):
for(i=0; i<height: i-H-)
for(j=0; j<width: j-H-){
fscanf(inp, ”%d", &ch):
indata[i|(j)=ch;

1
fclose(inp);
const int Blocksize=512/16://B is Block size
int Cntl6=0, Cnt8=0, Cnt4=0. Cnt2=0;
//the following procesure is to calculate the estimated pixel value
//for eack block
for(i=0; i<Blocksize; i-H-)
for(j=0; j<Blocksize: j-H-){
if(Judge(i*16, j*16, 16))
C n tl6-H -;

else
{

for(m=0: m<2; m-H-)
for(n=0: n<2; n-H-){
if(Judged*16+m*8, j*16+n*8. 8))
Cnt8-H-:

else{
for(ml=0; m l<2: m l-H -)
for(nl=0: nl<2; nl-H -){
if(Judge(i*16+m*8+ml*4, j*16+n*8+nl*4, 4))
Cnt4-H-;

else
{

for(m2=0; m2<2; m2-H-)
for(n2=0: n2<2; n2-H-){
if(Judge(i*16+m*8+ml*4+m2*2, j*16+n*8+nl*4+n2*2, 2))
Cnt2-H-;

}
}

}

\

I
for(i=0; i<512; i-H-)
fbr(j=0; j<512; j-H-)
fprintf(qout, "%d\n", (int)outdata[i][j]);
fclose(qout);
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for(i=0; i<512; i-H-)
for(j=0: j<512: j-H-){
Difdata[il(j]=(indata[i][j]-outdata[i]lj]);
fprintf(pout, "%d\n". (int)Difdata[i][j]):
}

fclose(pout);

//implement function Judge
Boolean Judge(int Row, int Col, int B){
int n. m, count;
outdata [Row] [Col]=indata[Row] [Col] ;
outdata [Row] [Col+B-1] =indata [Row] [Col+B-1] ;
outdata [Row+B-1] [Col] =indata [Row+B-1] [Col] ;
outdata[Row+B-l][Col+B-l]=indata[Row][Col+B-l];
if(B -l> l){
for( m =l; m<B-l; m - H - )
outdata [Row] [Col+m]=outdata [Row] [Col+m-1]+( 1,0/B)*(outdata [Row] [Col+B-1]outdata [Row] [Col] ) ;
for( m =l; m<B-l; m H )
outdata [Row+B-1] [Col+m] =outdata [Row+B-1] [Col+m-1 ]+
(1.0/B)*(outdata[Row+B-l][Col+B-l]-outdata[Row+B-l][Col]);
for(n=0; n<B; n-++)
for(m=l; m<B-l; m - H - ) {
outdata[Row+m][Col+n]=outdata[Row+m-l][Col+n]+
{1.0/B)*(outdata[Row+B-1] [Col+n] - outdata [Row] [Col+n] );

//Until here, we obtain the estimated values of this block, we can get the
//difference values of this block
count=0;
for(n=0; n<B; n++)
for(m=0; m<B; m-H){
Difdata[Row+n] [Col+m] =indata [Row+n] [Col+m]-outdata [Row+n] [Col+m];
if(abc((int)Difdata[Row+n][Col+m])>10)
count-H-;

I
if(count>0)
return False;
else
return True;
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APPENDIX XI

#include<iostrea m ,h>
#include<stddef.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<stdio.h>
//this program is to divide 1024 random vectors into 4 clusters according to the //conditions
provided in the section 4.6 of the chapter 4 and simulate the //probability.
typedef int Boolean;
const Boolean True=l;
const Boolean False=0;
//define lin k jis t to hold index of the array
typedef struct node{
int x;
node *next;

1:
class List!
private:
int cnt;
node *head;
public:
ListO!

head=NULL:
cnt=0:

1
~List():
//define copy constructor
List(const List& L);
//overload the assignment operator
void operator=(List L):
int getCnt()!retum cnt:|
void setCnt(int n){ cnt=n;}
void Insert(int a);
firiend List Plus( List L l, List L2 );
void setHead(node *p){head=p;}
node *getHeadO{ return head;}
void Delete(int m);
Boolean Search(int m);
void Show();
//implement the empty function
Boolean IsemptyOf

60
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if(c n t= 0 )
return True:
else
return False:

}
int getValueO:
I;
//impliment the copy constructor
List ::List(const List &L){
node* tem=L.head:
int m:
while{tem!=NULL){
m=tem->x:
Insert(m):
tem=tem->next:

1
1

//define destructor function
List::-List(){
node *temp:
temp=head:
whiIe(head!=NULL){
head=temp->next:
delete temp:
temp=head:

1
I
//implement operator "="
void List::operator=(List L){
cnt=0:
node* tem=head:
int m:
while(head!=NULL){
head=tem->next:
delete tem:
tem=head:

1
tem=L.getHead():
while(tem!=NULL){
m=tem->x;
Insert(m);
tem=tem->next:

1
}

//define insert function
void List::Insert(int n){
node *temp;
if(head=N U LL){
head=new node;
head->x=n;
head->next=NULL;
cnt++;

}
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else
{

terap=new node;
temp->x=n:
temp->next=head:
head=temp;
cnt++;

//define search function
Boolean List::Search(int n)l
node *temp;
temp=head->next;
if(head->x=n)
return True;
else

{
whiIe(temp!=NULL){
if(tetnp->x=n)
return True:
else
temp=temp->next:

)
return False:

}
//define delete function
void List::Delete(int n){
if(Search(n))

{
if(c n t= l){
node *tem:
tera=head:
delete tem:
head=NULL:
cnt=0;
}

else!
node ^current, *temp;
temp=head:
if(tem p->x=n){
head=head->next:
delete temp;
cnt--;
}

else
{

current=temp;
temp=temp->next;
whüe(temp->xt=n){
current=temp;
temp=temp->next;

I
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if(tem p->next=NULL){
current->next=NULL:
delete temp;
cnt--;

i
else
I
current->next=temp->next;
delete temp;
cnt-;

else
cout«"No this element"«endl;
)

//define function to merge two list
List Plus( List L l, List L2){
int m;
List temp;
node *tem;
tem=Ll.getHead();
while(tem!=NULL)
{

m=tem->x;
temp.Insert(m);
tem=tem->next;
}

tem=L2.getHead();
while(tem!=NULL)
{

m=tem->x;
temp.Insert(m):
tem=tem->next;
}

return temp;

}
//define function to print the List
void List::Show(){
if(c n t= 0 )
cout«"Em pty list"«endl;
else

{
node *temp;
temp=head;
if(tem p = N U L L )
cout«"empty list"«endl;
else{
do{
c o u t« te m p -> x « "
temp=temp->next;

}while(temp!=NULL);
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//define function to get the head value of the list
int List::getVaIue(){
ifilsemptyO)
cout«"this is empty list"«endl;
else
return head->x:
}

struct Matrix!
double a ll;
double a22;
double a 12;
double a21;

}:
void main!)!
in ti, k, loop, n,j;
double pl[2], p2[2], m l[2], m2[2], D l[2], D2[2], D3(2], D4[2);
List L l, L2, T[4I ;
double e, c[4][2|, v[1024)[2], w[2];
M atrix S[4], V[k];
node *tem;
//initialize the values of the Vector tables vQQ
cout«"input e"«endl;
c in » e ;
const double E=e;
cout«"input Loop "«endl;
cin»loop;
const int Loop=loop;
for(i=0; i<1024; i++){
for(j=0; j<2; j++){
double temp=0;
for(k=0; k<12; k++)!
srand(randO);
temp=temp+( 1,0*randO)/RAND_MAX;
}

v[iI|j]=temp-6;

//find the Two points (-E ,..., -E), ( E , ..., E)
double d, d l, d2, d3, d4, max=0;
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
pl[i]=-E;
// cout«"farthest point (”« v [ t ] [0 ]« " , ”« v [ t ] [l]« " )" « e n d l;
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
p2[i]=E;
//divide the point set into two parts
for(i=0; i<1024; i++){
dl=0; d2=0;
forO=0; i<2; j++){
dl=dl+(plü]-v[i][j])*(pl[j]-v[i][j]);
d2=d2+(p2Dl-v[i] [j])*(p20]-v[i] [j]);
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if(dl>cl2)
L2.Insert(i):
else
Ll.Insert(i):

//find medium point of L l
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
ml[i]=0: //initialize it
tem=L 1.getHeadO:
while(tem!=5TULL){
k=tem->x:
for(j=0; j<2: j++)
m l[j]=m l[j]+v[kl[j];
tem=tem->next;

I
/ / c o u t« m l[0 ]« " " « m l[ l) « e n d l;
for(j=0: j<2; j++)
m l[j]=m llj]/Ll.getCnt():
//find medium point of L2
for(i=0: i<2: i-H-)
m2[i]=0; //initialize it
tem=L2.getHead();
while(tem!=NTJLL){
k=tem->x:
for(j=0: j<2; j-H-)
m2[j|=m20]+v[k][j]:
tem=tem->next;

1
for(j=0: j<2: j++)
m2[j]=m2[j]^2.getCnt();
//cout«m 2 [0 |« " " « m 2 [1]« e n d l;
//initialize DQ
for(j=0: j<2; j++){
D l[j]=m l[j]-E ;
D2[j]=m l[j]+E;
D3[j]=m2[j]-E:
D4[j]=m2[j]+E;

1
for(i=0; i<1024; i++){
dl=0; d2=0; d3=0; d4=0;
for(j=0; j<2; j++){

dl=dl+(D l[j]-v[i]D ])*(D ltj]-v[i][j]);
d2=d2+(D2[j]-v[i]ü])*(D2(j]-v[i][j]);
d3=d3+(D3[j]-v[i][j])*(D3[j]-v[i]e]):
d4=d4+(D4b]-v[i][j])*(D4[j]-v[i][j]):

\

if(dl<=d2&&dl<=d3&&dl<=d4)
{
T[01.Insert(i);
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else
if(d2<=dl&&d2<=d3&&cl2<=d4){
T[l].Insert(i);

I
else
Îf(d3<=dl&&d3<=d2&&d3<=d4){
T[2].Insert(i):

1
else
Îf(d4<=dl&&d4<=d2&&d4<=d3)l
T[3].Insert(i):

}
}
//find medium point of each of the four cluster T[4|
for(k=0; k<4; k++){
for(i=0; i<2; i++)
c[k][i]=0; //initialize it
node *tm;
tm=T[kl.getHead():
while(tm !=NULL){
n=tm->x;
for(j=0; j<2; j++)
c[k][j]=c[kl[j]+v[n][j];
tm=tra->next;
}

for(j=0: j<2; j++)
c[k] [j]=c[k] [jj/T[ki .getCntO:

I
//find the covariance matrix of each cluster
for(k=0; k<4; k++){
dl=0; d2=0; d3=0; d4=0;
tem=T[k] .getHeadO :
while(tem!=NULL){
n=tem->x;
dl=dl+(v[n][0]-c[k][01)*(v[n][0]-c[k)[0]):
d3=d3+(v(n][l)-c[k)[l])*(v[n][l]-c[k][l]);
d2=d2+(v[nl[0]-c[k][0])*(v[nl[l]-c[k][l]);
tem=tem->next;

}
S [k] .a 1l=d 1/T [k] .getCntQ;
S[k].a22=d3/T[k].getCntO;
S[k| .a 12=d2/T[k] .getCnt();
S[k].a21=d2/T[k].getCntO;
//find the inverse V[4] of S[4]
for(k=0; k<4; k++){
dl=S[k] .a 1l*S[k].a22-S[k].al2*S[k] .a21;
V[k] .al l=S[k].a22/dl;
V[k].a22=S[k].all/dl;
V[k].al2=-(S[k].al2/dl):
V[k].a21=-(S[k].a21/dl):

}
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//the following procesure is to calculate the probability of the occurence,
static int cntl=0, cnt2=0;
for(i=0: i<Loop; i++){
double e[4], Min;
//create any random number w[2]
for(j=0; j<2; j++){
double tem=0:
for(k=0; k<12; k++){
srand(randO):
tem=tem+( 1.0*rand())/RAND_MAX;

1
w(j]=tem-6;
I

r
Min=1000:
//find minimum distance between wQ and vQQ
for(j=0; j<1024; j++){
d=0;
for(k=0; k<2: k++)
d=d+(w[k]-v[j] [k])*(w[k]-v[j] [k]);
if(d<Min){
Min=d;
n=j;

}

1
//find the distance between wQ and each cluster
for(k=0; k<4; k++)
e[k]=V[k].all*((w[0]-c[kl[0])*(w[01-c[k][0]))+2*V[k].al2*((w[0]-c[k][0])*(w[l]c[kl[lI))+V[k].a22*((w [l).c[k][l])*(w [ll-c[k][l]));
//find minimum distance
if((e[01<=e(ll)&&(e[0J<=e[2])&&(e[0]<=e[3])){
if(T[0].Search(n))
cntl-H-:
else
if(T[l].Search! n))
cnt2-H-;

}
else
if((e[l]<=e[0])&&(e[l]<=e[2])&&(e[l]<=e[3])){
if(T[l].Search(n))
cntl++;
else
if(T[0].Search(n) 11 T[2].Search(n))
cnt2++;

}
else
if((e(2]<=e[l])&&(e[2]<=e[01)&&(e[2]<=e[3])){
if(T[2].Search(n))
cntl++;
else
if(T[l].Search(n) 11T[3].Search(n))
cnt2++;
}
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else

if((e[31<=e[l])&&(e[3]<=e[0])&&(e[31<=e[2]))l
if(T[3].Search(n))
cntl++;
else
if(T[2].Search(n))
cnt2++;

1

cout«"Total loop is "« L o o p « en d l:
cout«"Num ber of same Cluster is " « c n tl« e n d l;
cout«"Num ber of neighbor Cluster is "« c n t2 « e n d l:
cout«"Num ber of other Cluster is"«Loop-cntl-cnt2«endl;
cout«"probabily is ”«((cntl+cnt2))/(1.0*Loop)«endl;
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